Learning beyond the LMS is the new norm.
Today's workforce has moved beyond the borders of traditional learning management. By observing, curating and evaluating informal learning through an Experience API (xAPI)—a specification to track learning experiences—you can empower your people to learn how they learn best and become better at their jobs.

Self-directed and unscheduled, informal learning is how your workforce is learning to do their jobs.
The first place most of your workforce looks for training, even when an employer provides a learning system, is a search engine. The informal learning that follows are videos, articles, or any variety of learning methods.

Encourage lifelong learning and gain a more engaged and productive workforce.
Providing a structure that keeps up with trends like mobile and social learning, gamification and micro-learning keeps your people actively learning and more likely keep up with the skills they need to be better performers.

With SumTotal you can:

- DEVELOP your people by encouraging them to own their learning goals and progress.
- LEAD with social learning and networking for sharing and communication.
- ACHIEVE a dynamic, continuously learning and self-motivated culture.

"...The emergence of the xAPI makes everything we do part of learning."
Josh Bersin, "The Disruption of Digital Learning: Ten Things We Have Learned"
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